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Agenda

• Sanquin & project summary

• Governance lessons
- Advantages and disadvantages of cooling from drinking water in the 

pharmaceu8cal factory.
- Chances for dissemina8on in the industry.

• Technical Lessons
- Preliminary results and explana8on why we cannot yield 20.000 GJ yet.
- Why did we cancel the sub-project “Prehea8ng and precooling air handling 

systems”?
However, we are now looking for a new opportunity to test this concept.

- What was missing in our commissioning plan?
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About Sanquin

• Sanquin is responsible for supplying blood in The Netherlands 
on a not-for-profit basis ( � 3.000 employees, € 400 mln net turnover )

• Core activity: producing and supplying blood and plasma products 
for treating patients – safely and efficiently 

• Some 300,000 people in The Netherlands – varying from accident 
victims to cancer patients – receive a blood product every year

• Sanquin produces medicines for Dutch patients from plasma. 
Surplus products are provided to sister organizations

• Sanquin does not have shareholders: all income is used for the professional 
processing of blood, and for research and education
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Blood and plasma

• Blood consists of red cells, white cells, blood platelets
and liquid (plasma)

• Plasma contains nutrients, salts, hormones and proteins
• Several proteins are extracted from the plasma and used as medication 

to treat blood diseases
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Original 
situation

Three cooling 
circuits

15�C

Ambient 
temperature 
plus 4 ̊ C = 19 ̊ C  

1

2

3

Ambient air 
temperature

25-35 ̊ C

Example. 15�C

21�C

23-33 ̊ C
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New
situation

Five cooling 
circuits

2-way energy 
direction
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Heat Exchanger 01
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Heat Exchanger 02
On roof building W
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Heat Exchanger 05
Technical room building W
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2

ATES
cold

ATES 
warm

Masterplan cooling 2030
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In operation

Fase 2

Fase 3

Energy ring or 
roundabout

CITY-ZEN project

Herontwikkeling CDT

Gebouw U

E

The foundation is ready:

Expanding connections to:
- Cooling and freezer room 

installations.
- Pre-heating and pre 

cooling air handling 
systems.

- Cooling waste heat from
process waste water.

- Cooling and heating
intake process water to
demiwater generator. 
(reverse osmosis) 

Connecting with standardized
modules. (series and parallel 
connections) 

Masterplan cooling 2030
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Preliminary performance results



Governance lessons
Advantages and disadvantages of cooling from drinking water in the pharmaceu7cal factory.
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Advantages:

1. Opera(onal risk reduc(on:  When you add “cooling with drinking water” to an exis7ng
cooling system the availability of the en7re cooling process will increase. ( With the correct 
technical approach.)

2. Compliance with environmental permit / crea(ng room for expansion.
Lower noise level to the surrounding residen7al areas because mechanical cooling is less
needed. In the case of Sanquin we will create room for expansion within our environmental
permit.

3. Lower electrical peak and con(nuous load:
The energy transi7on to “all electric” will have a severe impact on the electrical city grid. The 
peakload in the summer is for the most part related to the use of cooling machines. In the 
case of Sanquin we aim to stay within our 5 MW city grid connec7on. At the moment our 
peakload is �4,5 MW.  Expansion to the next step of 10MW including the necessary on site 
modifica7ons and addi7onal emergency power generators is very cost intensive.

4. The above men7oned items are some examples of our guiding principles for an integral 
approach and  business case.



Governance lessons
Advantages and disadvantages of cooling from drinking water in the pharmaceutical factory.
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Disadvantages:

1. The controlling so0ware is rela3vely complex: In the case of Sanquin we combine five 
cooling circuits. This is done to create flexiblity towards future expansions but it is 
challenging voor the controlling soBware. We are sDll working on opDmizing the soBware.

2. Higher CAPEX.
It is neccesary to have a reliable cooling system, therefore it is needed that the five cooling
circuits are seperated with heat exchangers. The downside is a temperature jump over each
heatexchanger of approximatly 1,5  ̊C.   This results in a lower energy transfer compared to
an installaDon with only one heat exchanger.  Priority must be: reliability ! 



Governance lessons
Chances for dissemination in the ( pharmaceutical) industry.
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1. Industry with high temperature cooling process.

2. Exis:ng (pharmaceu:cal) plants which are on/over the limit of the environmental permit 

and need mi:ga:ng solu:ons.

3. Improve “up:me” of cooling process (less opera:onal risk)

4. An Integral approach will leed to:

1. With expanding produc:on you can prevent hidden costs such as enlarging emergency

generator power and internal electrical grid, needed floor/roofspace,  enlarging CITY 

grid connec:ons (natural gas / elecrical), etc. 

2. The above men:oned will leed to a lower OPEX and CO2 footprint.



Technical lessons
Preliminary results and explanation why we cannot yield 20.000 GJ yet.
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Less produc*on in the pharmaceu*cal factory: In 2014 the produc>on forecast was that the
produc>on and therfore the cooling load would increase with a factor of at least two.  This did not happen.  
Instead there was only a  rela>vely small increase in 2018 to 15.233 GJ. 



Technical lessons

Preliminary results and explana1on why we cannot yield 20.000 GJ yet.
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69%
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Why could we not deliver the 15.233 GJ direct from the drinkingwater & ATES 2 ? 

Mechanical cooling: Objective is to reduce from 6% 
to about 4%. Due to testing activities this could not 
be achieved in 2018.  Because the cooling load is 
fluctuating strongly a minimum of mechanical 
cooling will be necessary. 

Post cooling with ATES-1: Objective is to 
reduce from 8% to about 4%. Due to 
testing activities this could not be 
achieved in 2018. 

Hybrid dry coolers: Objective is to reduce from 17% to 
about 10%. Because the flow control of P3 and P4 is not 
accurate enough the heat transfer over heat exchanger 2 
was not maximized.   
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Flow P4 is measured with a clamp-
on ultrasonic flow meter. With low 
media velocity the accuracy is to 
low. These meters will be replaced 
with an inline type.

Flow P3 = P4 for optimum efficiency.
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Why did we cancel the sub-project “ prehea7ng and precooling air handling systems ”? 

The change from glycol to water was made 
to ensure a higher cold transfer for future direct
connections to air handling systems.

Currently we are considering the use of a new 
cooling media with nano particles called 
“Hydromx” with a, compared to water, claimed 
40% increase in energy transfer and will not 
freeze untill minus 60 ̊C.

The design became more complex due to 
the change in cooling media. This was 
changed from glycol to water. Therefore 
more anti freeze control measures were 
needed. This change increased the capex 
and opex. 

Air handling unit

Positive pressure

Air intake on roof
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Why did we cancel the sub-project “ prehea7ng and precooling air handling systems ”? 

To ensure accessibility for maintenance a surrounding platform was necessary. 
This also increased the capex significantly. 
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Why did we cancel the sub-project “ preheating and precooling air handling systems ”? 

We still believe in the “precooling and heating solution” because:

• It is a relatively easy way to introduce cooling and heating with drinking water energy to
existing air handling systems.

• Less corrosion in the air intake/filtration part of air handling units. This will result in less
corrective maintenance.

• This helps in the change to high temperature cooling and low temperature heating.

• We are now looking for a new opportunity to test this concept.

• The capex will go down significantly if we can use the new cooling media “hydromx” 
because anti-freeze solutions will not be necessary and the design will be simplified.
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What was missing in our commissioning plan”? 

• A more detailed maintainability check.
• Some components can not be changed without draining a large part of the system.
• Some components can only be changed when we stop the cooling system.
• Above mentioned items were caused by selecting a wrong type of valve. These type 

of valves will be changed to the correct type.
• This was missed during the Factory Acceptance Test (FAT).

• Calibration of temperature sensors and energy meters.

• How does the system operates at low flow (minimum) conditions. 
Only maximum conditions were tested. In this minimum situation the flow over HE2, HE3 
and HE5 is to high and the temperature difference over the heat exchanger will go down. 



Thank you for your attention.
Please ask questions



CO2 reductieverdeling tot 2030
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Uitgangspunt: realisatie van LTHP / verduurzaming van gebouwvoorraad
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Print screen building management system pump building Waternet/Sanquin. In this situa:on the Waternet system is  delivering 
cold because temperature drinking water is now below 14 °C and cold enough to deliver cold via heat exchanger (TSA 1 and 2). 

Displayed situa-on: Cold delivery with only heat exchanger TSA 1. Heat exchanger TSA 2 is out of order because due to 
an inspec-on. Regulator valve S-CV1 (38%) controls the entry temperature S-TT2 to the heat exchangers. This 
temperature must be approximately 15�C.
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Print screen building management system pump building Waternet/Sanquin. In this situation the 
Waternet system is not delivering cold because temperature drinking water is now 18 °C and too 
warm. 

Displayed situation: Cold delivery only with ATES-2 (WKO2) and bypassing HE1 (TSA 1*1 and TSA 2).
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Print screen building management system pump building Waternet/Sanquin. In this situation the Waternet 
system is  delivering cold because temperature drinking water is now below 10 °C and cold enough to deliver 
cold via heat exchanger (TSA 1 and 2) for process cooling and regeneration of ATES-02 [Source: WKO2] 

Displayed situation: Cold delivery with both heat exchanger TSA 1+2. Regulator valve S-CV1 (28%) 
controls the entry temperature S-TT2 to the heat exchangers. This temperature must be approximately 
15°C. 
ATES 2 regeneration with approximately 395 kW and simultaneous process cooling with  approximately 
315 kW. 
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Print screen building management system pump building Waternet/Sanquin. In this situa9on the Waternet system is delivering cold
because temperature drinking water is now below 10�C and cold enough to deliver cold via heat exchanger (TSA 1 and 2)

Displayed situa,on: Cold delivery with both heat exchanger TSA 1+2. Pump speed 1-CP1 (58%) controls the entry
temperature S-TT2 to the heat exchangers. This temperature must be approximately 15�C or cooler. ATES 2
regenera,on with approximately 1.400 kW and no process cooling.
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